®

Giving educators the tools they
need to lead innovative initiatives
without leaving the profession.

INCREASE
Increase pathways and opportunities
for teachers to exercise leadership.

ELEVATE
Teach to Lead is a partnership of ASCD,
Teach Plus, and the U.S. Department of
Education. We envision a world where
teachers are valued as experts in instruction
and are leaders in informing, developing, and
implementing education policy and practice
to steer systematic improvements to benefit
student learning.

WAYS TO GET INVOLVED
Come to a Summit

Do you have a problem of practice that you want
to work through while getting feedback and
support? A summit is the place for you and your
team of three to five colleagues.

Become a Supporting Organization

Official Supporting Organizations are able
to send representatives as Critical Friends to
work with participating teams, sponsor summit
programming, and provide resources for
project implementation.

Host a #PoweredByTTL Event

Powered by Summits expand the Teach to
Lead structure to Supporting Organizations
interested in hosting their own personalized
events. Hosts commit to honoring the vision
and mission of Teach to Lead in their events.

Elevate teacher voice to inform and
develop policy and practice.

EXPAND
Expand existing efforts and
create models to steer systemic
improvements to benefit
student learning.

TEAMWORK
Work on your logic model with the
guided support of your Critical
Friend and staff.

FEEDBACK
Engage in the practice of pitching your
ideas and participate in a gallery walk.

NETWORK
Experience teacher leaders in action
by participating in local school
visits, attending the teacher panel,
and enjoying structured networking
opportunities.

ENGAGE WITH US
@TeachToLead
@teach_to_lead
#TTLSummit #TTLNetwork
www.teachtolead.org
info@teachtolead.org

®

Since the initiative was founded in 2015,

7,000
PARTICIPANTS
have attended a Teach to Lead or
Powered by Teach to Lead event.
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53

TEACH
TO LEAD
SUMMITS

POWERED
BY TEACH
TO LEAD
SUMMITS

23,000
FOLLOWERS

engage with us daily across multiple
social media outlets.

180
500
projects and ideas have been
turned into actionable plans
affecting students at the school,
district, and state level.

“Having an opportunity to pull away from the pressures of life in
our professional environments and spend time with others
thinking purposefully about ONE specific problem gave me hope
that a solution can be designed!”
—San Jose Summit Participant

SUPPORTING
ORGANIZATIONS

help to create the #TTLNetwork and support our
participants before, during, and after summits.

